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Abstract. Policies for network traﬃc handling deﬁne packet routes
through networks, enforce required quality of service, and protect networks
from security threats. When expressing a policy, one needs to characterise
the traﬃc to which the policy applies by traﬃc identiﬁers. Low level trafﬁc identiﬁers, such as IP addresses and port numbers, are available in each
packet. Indeed, low level traﬃc identiﬁers are perfect for data plane routing and switching. However, high level traﬃc identiﬁers, such as user name
and application name, are better for the readability and clarity of a policy.
In this paper, we extend software deﬁned networks with high level trafﬁc identiﬁers. We propose to add additional interface to SDN controllers
for collecting traﬃc meta data and high level traﬃc identiﬁers. The controller maintains a database that maps high level traﬃc identiﬁers to a set
of ﬂows deﬁned by low level traﬃc identiﬁers. SDN applications can apply
policies based on both high level and low level traﬃc identiﬁers. We leave
the southbound protocols intact. This paper provides two examples of High
Level SDN paradigms – Application-Aware Networks and Identity-Aware
Networks. The ﬁrst paradigm enables policies depending on application
names and characteristics. The latter allows policies based on user names
and their roles.

1

Introduction

Recently, Software Deﬁned Network (SDN) emerged [21] as a new paradigm
based on the separation of the network control logic (control plane) from the
forwarding fabric (data plane). The network control plane is orchestrated by a
central SDN controller or a set of cooperating SDN controllers. The data plane
is independently implemented in each network device and it allows to forward
data as fast as possible, preferably on the line speed. Current SDN controllers
are often modular, open source, extensible, and provide so called northbound
interface that allows network operators and service providers to simplify network
management operations with custom SDN applications that controls the policies
followed by the controller, and consequently, the network.
SDN handles traﬃc [21] with respect to low level traﬃc identiﬁers, such
as header ﬁeld values and physical identiﬁers, e.g., an interface identiﬁer.
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SDN has no insight on the relations between ﬂows. Due to the lack of high
level traﬃc identiﬁers, it is not possible to directly and consistently specify policies for all ﬂows belonging to a speciﬁc application or deﬁne policies for speciﬁc
persons that are a part of a communication.
This paper extends SDN with high level traﬃc identiﬁers that are used to
specify rules to control network traﬃc. The suggested high level traﬃc identiﬁers
include the name of the application that generated a ﬂow, the user name of the
person that is a part of the communication, the required bandwidth for a speciﬁc
ﬂow and others. The network administrator can deﬁne speciﬁc policies for speciﬁc
persons or applications, hence, the administrator does not need to specify policies
for each ﬂow separately. The extended SDN is called High Level SDN.
Currently, the predominant way of managing and conﬁguring network is on
a per-network-node and per-endpoint-type basis, irrespective of the commonalities that traﬃc patterns exhibit. Another painful point is the decentralised
policy conﬁguration. This conﬁguration and management model is error prone,
not ﬂexible and cumbersome. High Level SDN uniﬁes and centralizes the conﬁguration. Our major contribution is in the abstraction of network traﬃc handling.
High Level SDN recognizes relations between diﬀerent ﬂows originating from the
same application, the same machine or the same user. Therefore, it is possible to
handle traﬃc of the same application, the same machine, or the same user in a
consistent manner. High Level SDN introduces high level traﬃc identiﬁers, such
as application name or a user name. A network administrator speciﬁes policies
based on the high level traﬃc identiﬁers. High level policies allow for instance:
– To develop application-aware quality of service capabilities matching businesscritical applications traﬃc and to set its priority higher. In addition, the quality of service can be further tweaked according to priorities associeted with
the person that generates or produces the traﬃc (e.g., calls of a manager have
higher priority compared to lower-level staﬀ);
– To precisely reserve network bandwidth according to the expected traﬃc rate
of the ﬂows generated by speciﬁc applications;
– To deploy application-dependent or identity-related dynamic service chaining,
i.e., routing of ﬂows of a speciﬁc application or a speciﬁc person through
speciﬁc network services (e.g., IPS/IDS, packet ﬁltering, load balancing or
caching).
High Level SDN does not require any speciﬁc SDN controller. However, High
Level SDN requires additional sources of information — traﬃc metadata, it does
require a modular and extensible SDN controller or a specialized High Level
SDN controller. The diﬀerences between an SDN controller and a High Level
SDN controller are following:
– High Level SDN controller provides additional interface for traﬃc metadata.
– High Level SDN provides traﬃc metadata via northbound interface to SDN
applications.
– High Level SDN converts rules with high level traﬃc identiﬁers to standard
SDN rules.
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This paper extends the paper Towards a real application-aware network [3]
presented at the 6th International Conference on Data Communication Networking (DCNET-2015), in which we presented the idea of an Application-Aware
Network (AAN) — an SDN extension that process traﬃc for each application in
a consistent manner. In this paper, we generalise the idea and introduce IdentityAware Networks (IAN) as another example of high level extensions for SDN.
We evaluated the feasibility of the High Level SDN in several testbeds. We
employed several SDN controllers: Opendaylight, POX, and Pyretic. One testbed
was composed of real routers. High Level SDN allowed to simplify the network policies by reducing the number of rules in the policies enforced by SDN applications.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces High Level SDN
architecture and basic building block of a High Level SDN controller. Section 3
describes two examples of a High Level SDN – AAN and IAN. Section 4 lists
use cases for High Level SDN along with examples of High Level SDN policies.
Testbeds are described in Sect. 5. Section 6 reviews related literature. Section 7
discusses the contribution of this paper. The paper is concluded in Sect. 8.

2

High Level SDN Architecture

Controllers manage routers and switches in a plain SDN network via a southbound interface, whereas SDN applications instruct controllers via a northbound
interface. Unfortunately, all current SDN southbound protocols, such as OpenFlow or OnePK, limit the amount of information exposed to a controller and
consequently to SDN applications: only low level network traﬃc identiﬁers and
metrics are available. The controller does not have information about the applications that produce the ﬂows, about the relations between ﬂows (e.g., the relation
between a SIP control channel and associated RTP streams), or about the users
that produce the ﬂows.
Network endpoints do know the meta information about ﬂows they produce
or consume. An SDN application that can utilize additional high level trafﬁc identiﬁers can achieve better traﬃc handling than a plain SDN application
leveraging only low level traﬃc identiﬁers.
Figure 1 depicts building blocks of a High Level SDN network, described in
detail in the following subsections.
2.1

Network and Hosts

Network is any SDN network controlled by a controller. There are no limits on
the SDN network. The network connects hosts and servers. The hosts run applications that can communicate with server applications, e.g., a call manager –
SIP server. In this paper we call server applications application managers.
2.2

SDN Control Plane

We do not assume any speciﬁc SDN controller. However, we assume that the
controller provides at least basic OpenFlow functionalities, i.e., it is able to
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a High Level SDN network.

provide visibility and statistics about the ﬂows crossing the SDN nodes and
support basic actions to set quality of service or select the output interface.
2.3

Sources of High Level Information

Besides information provided by the control plane, we consider three additional
information sources:
Enhanced Hosts: are equipped with a middle layer that passes locally known
information to the controller, e.g., the name of the application that produces
a speciﬁc ﬂow or the bandwidth requirements of the ﬂow, memory or CPU
utilization.
Application Managers: (e.g., the Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft Lync
or Cisco Uniﬁed Communications Manager for VoIP, VMWare’s VSphere
and OpenStack) are another source of information about application ﬂows.
A general trend is to move application managers toward cloud solutions
coupled with provisioning of APIs to advertise and control ﬂows.
Monitoring Tools: monitor network and its ﬂows and extract high level information. Monitoring tools include DPI engines, IPFIX probes and collectors,
or custom monitoring applications.
2.4

High Level SDN Controller and SDN Applications

A High Level SDN controller provides a consolidated and coherent view on the
network traﬃc, merging ﬂow information gathered from several sources. Any
extensible modular SDN controller can be extended to handle high level traﬃc
identiﬁers. See Fig. 2 for details.
Firstly, data incoming from high level information sources has to be evaluated and processed. As diﬀerent sources of ﬂow information may provide diﬀerent
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Fig. 2. High Level SDN controller internals.

information, the controller needs to merge the information consistently. One possibility is to rate the reliability of the source, e.g., information learnt from a DPI
engine are less reliable than information provided by an application manager.
The controller stores gathered high level information as a mapping that maps
high level traﬃc identiﬁers (such as application name, user identity) to a set of
low-level traﬃc identiﬁers. The mapping is internally stored by the controller.
The northbound APIs are extended to provide the high level information to SDN
applications.
Finally, a High Level SDN controller incorporates a policy and mapping
resolver module that converts high level policies (installed by SDN applications)
to plain SDN ﬂows by evaluating the stored mapping of the high level traﬃc
identiﬁers and known traﬃc ﬂows. Another task of the module is to compute
statistics for high level traﬃc identiﬁers, e.g., bytes sent and received. Policy and
mapping resolver can access the southbound interface either directly or delegate
the network control to the plain SDN controller via its northbound API.
A High Level SDN controller provides northbound API that allows to handle
traﬃc according to high level identiﬁers. A network operator can install speciﬁc
SDN applications that handle traﬃc according to high level policies incorporating high level traﬃc identiﬁers. Hence, the High Level SDN controller abstracts
the complexity of traﬃc handling. Moreover, the High Level SDN controller
design ensures rule consistency across the SDN network.
In addition to reliability, each metadata source depends on a speciﬁc trust
model that prevents the possibility of false metadata injection. Therefore, the
interface from enhanced hosts, application managers, and monitoring tools to the
enhanced SDN controller should employ a two-way authentication mechanisms.
In our experiments, we did not focus on authentication security, or, we used
Medianet authentication model [6], which provides a two-way authentication.

3

High Level SDN Examples

During our research, we examined two High Level SDN paradigms. Firstly,
we focused on AAN [3]. The main aim is to provide consistent handling of
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application traﬃc. Secondly, in this paper, we analyze traﬃc handling based
on a person (or alternatively a machine) that takes a part in a speciﬁc communication. We denote such a paradigm as IAN.
The main feature of both paradigms is the abstraction from the complexity
of dealing directly with network ﬂows. This section gives examples of metadata
processed by a High Level SDN controller. However, rather than specifying a
ﬁxed set of metadata that has to be processed by any High Level SDN controller,
we suggest metadata that can be available — the list is not exhaustive. The set
of available metadata also depends on the high level information sources and
their capabilities.
3.1

Application-Aware Networks

The number of network services and applications is constantly growing. As each
application shows diﬀerent requirements in terms of bandwidth and latency, it
becomes critical for network operators to be able to map traﬃc to applications.
Getting the right insight into the diﬀerent applications allows network operators to plan their network capacity and policies to deliver the right quality of
service satisfying the application requirements. For example, applications such
as VoIP and video conferencing need low jitter and latency whereas peer-to-peer
ﬁle transfer require high throughput to minimize the download time.
An AAN needs to provide enough high level traﬃc identiﬁers to diﬀerentiate
the traﬃc according to its application, type, and business priority. The traﬃc
identiﬁers should include at least:
Application Name – a string that uniquely identify the application that produces the traﬃc. The application name can be accompanied by additional
information describing the speciﬁc application, such as application version,
its vendor etc.
Application Category – the nature of the application, e.g., Voice over IP
(VoIP), video streaming service, web pages, etc.
Device Class – type of the device that generated the traﬃc, e.g., a general
purpose computer, surveillance camera, VoIP phone, etc.
Media Type – characteristics of the transferred data, such as audio, video,
text, image, etc.
For each traﬃc ﬂow, it is desirable to gather additional metadata, such as
required bandwidth, latency, and traﬃc identiﬁcation.
A High Level SDN application can create policies referring to high level trafﬁc identiﬁers. For example, it can restrict access to speciﬁc links for a speciﬁc application, category or a device class to speciﬁc links: Prefer links with
bandwidth of 1 Gbps and higher for traffic of (application VLC or category
Business-Critical). A High Level SDN application can also reserve bandwidth,
etc.: Reserve bandwidth of 10 Mbps for traffic of type PhoneCall.
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Identity-Aware Networks

A typical business network is accessed by employees of the company, contractors,
visitors, customers, etc. Typically, each role is associated with speciﬁc privileges.
The categories can be further subdivided, e.g., the employees can be distinguished based on their department, importance for the company, etc.
The assignment of correct privileges to each network user is important to
maintain the security of the network or to asses a speciﬁc quality of service to
each user group.
An IAN has to provide high level traﬃc identiﬁers identifying users in the network, their importance and role. The supported traﬃc identiﬁers should include
at least:
Personal ID – unique identiﬁcation of a person.
Name – the name of the person.
Groups – the role of each user, e.g., employee, contractor, etc. Users and roles
can be grouped together and form groups and subgroups, e.g., management,
accounting department, etc.
Beside personalised services, IAN can proﬁt from machine identiﬁcation. For
example, one can prepare speciﬁc policies for speciﬁc servers, e.g., Drop traffic
from device DatabaseServer leaving the network.
The SDN application can create policies referring to the above mentioned
traﬃc identiﬁers, for example, it can prioritize communication of speciﬁc persons or machines, e.g., traﬃc of the management or business-critical servers. An
example of an identity-based policy is: Reserve bandwidth of 1 Gbps at egress
links for management.
3.3

Other Traﬃc Identiﬁers and Combinations

Naturally, there are more than the two above-mentioned paradigms of High Level
SDN. For example, the network operator might want to ﬁne tune traﬃc handling
in the network according to the geographical location of the communicating
parties.
Moreover, AAN and IAN does not need to be deployed separately. On the contrary, their co-deployment allows to deﬁne even more precise policies, for example:
Drop traffic from device DatabaseServer leaving the network except traffic of
application called System Updater.

4

Use Cases

High Level SDN can be applied in a number of use cases. This section highlights
the advantages of high level policies. Each use case is accompanied with examples
of policies beneﬁting from high level traﬃc identiﬁers.
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4.1

Remote Intrusion Detection System

An intrusion detection system (IDS) analyzes a copy of network traﬃc for anomalies. A remote IDS can analyse traﬃc gathered from many network links from
diﬀerent geographical locations. In addition, an IDS can be specialized for a certain type of traﬃc, or, the network operator is interested only in scanning the
traﬃc of certain users (e.g., guests) or a speciﬁc type of devices (e.g., devices not
managed by the company). This use case deals with the remote IDS scanning a
speciﬁc type of traﬃc. Consider the following policy examples:
– Duplicate data from applications called (Jabber or Thunderbird) to
device IDS.

– Duplicate data from users in groups (Guest or Unknown) to device IDS.
– Duplicate data from devices (SmartPhone or SmartWatch) to device IDS.
The SDN application processing, in cooperation with the High Level SDN controller, has to ensure the following:
– Select SDN switches that duplicates the traﬃc, for example, based on traﬃc
load, path of the original traﬃc, or the location of the IDS.
– The network has to distinguish between the original traﬃc and its copy, for
example by a VLAN ID or an MPLS tag.
– Populate the switching table of devices on the path with rules handling original
traﬃc and the copy.
4.2

Packet Filter

Packet ﬁlters are a special type of a ﬁrewall, they drop malicious or unwanted
traﬃc based on a set of rules. For example, a packet ﬁlter can be conﬁgured
to drop traﬃc to a server from departments that should not access the server.
Consider the following examples:
– Drop data from users not in group IT department to application device
SQLServer.

– Drop data from users in group Guest to any other user.
– Drop data from user Unknown to device Printer.
The packet ﬁltering SDN application has to instruct the controller to conﬁgure
SDN switches to drop the traﬃc. The controller usually conﬁgure devices as close
to the traﬃc source as possible. Another option is to optimize the number of SDN
rules oﬄoaded to SDN switches and drop the traﬃc close to the destination.
4.3

Path Load Balancing

Redundant links in network topologies often oﬀer alternative paths from a source
to a destination. Nevertheless, the available bandwidth or latency can diﬀer on
each path. Path load balancing aims at distributing traﬃc to available paths
to improve quality of experience (QoE). For example, consider the following
policies:
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– Route data from application FTP Client along path with most available
bandwidth.

– Route data of users from department Hotline along path with lowest
delay.

– Route data from devices VoIP Telephone along best QoE path.
The implementation should monitor load, latency, and other characteristics
of traﬃc links and paths. In case of a congestion, the High Level SDN application
should reroute the traﬃc to another path meeting the policy, if available.
4.4

Traﬃc Monitoring

Network administrators have to monitor user behavior [12], for example, for conformance with legislation [8,26], for security incident tracking, potential future
planning, and service access billing. In all cases, the controller should provide
ﬂow and derived statistics to High Level SDN applications, either gathered using
southbound protocol or from external source, such as a IPFIX probe. High Level
SDN controller should derive statistics for high level traﬃc identiﬁers by linking
low-level-traﬃc-identiﬁer statistics. Consider the following examples:
– Monitor traffic statistics of users accessing device ProtectedServer.
– Monitor traffic statistics of application Backup for data exchanged
with device BackupServer.

– Monitor traffic statistics of group Servers for data exchanged with
device DatabaseServer.

After a High Level SDN application subscribes for statistics, the Policy and
Mapping Resolver converts high level traﬃc identiﬁers to a set of low level trafﬁc identiﬁers. Then, the Policy and Mapping Resolver instructs the SDN controller to monitor the set of low level traﬃc identiﬁers. Every few seconds, the
SDN controller polls statistics from SDN switches. In the case of IPFIX statistics, probes continuously send statistics to the SDN controller. After the SDN
controller receives fresh statistics, it passes them to the Policy and Mapping
Resolver, which combines statistics from low level traﬃc identiﬁers to statistics
of high level traﬃc identiﬁers. The High Level SDN controller sends the result
to subscribed High Level SDN applications.

5

Testbeds

During our research we have created application-aware testbed and identityaware testbed to validate our high level SDN concept. We implemented the usecases from Sect. 4 in our testbeds using several SDN controllers: Opendaylight1 ,
POX2 and Pyretic3 .
1
2
3

https://www.opendaylight.org/.
http://www.noxrepo.org/pox/about-pox/.
http://frenetic-lang.org/pyretic/.
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5.1

Application-Aware Testbed

The application-aware testbed (depicted in the Fig. 3) is composed of diﬀerent
types of endpoint devices and applications, including both proprietary and open
sources devices. Two Cisco phones and two Jabber clients are registered with a
Cisco Uniﬁed Communication Manager and adopted SIP to establish audio/video
sessions. Phones and Jabber clients make video calls, thus each producing two
media network ﬂows for each call: audio and video. In addition, a video and audio
stream were multiplexed in a single network ﬂow from a server to a VLC4 client.
Jabber and VLC have been enhanced with the adoption of the Media Service Interface (MSI) library [6], thus becoming application-aware endpoints.

Fig. 3. Topology used in our application-aware testbed.

The ASR 9000 routers punt SIP packets produced by the Cisco IP phones
and the Jabber clients to the SDN controller. Those SIP packets are then passed
to a DPI module. Because Cisco phones are conﬁgured not to encrypt signaling
traﬃc, their SIP packets are then parsed by the DPI module. The DPI module,
in turn, collects SIP session details and pushes them to the common database
thus mapping network ﬂow details to application.
Jabber ﬂows are instead announced by MSI to the appliaction-aware endpoint manager that, similarly to DPI module, stores the Jabber application
to network ﬂows mapping into the common database. The same mechanism is
adopted for the VLC client that announces RTP ﬂows carrying the video and
audio through MSI to the High Level SDN controller.
Normalisation is then applied on all the acquired data, according to the
degree of reliability and completeness of the sources. For example, SIP packets generated by Jabber clients are not only advertised by MSI but also by the
4

http://www.videolan.org/vlc/index.html.
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DPI module (if they are not encrypted). This happens because the SIP packets
are punted to the SDN controller and handled to the DPI module. Therefore
normalisation enables for merging of the information coming from both sources,
giving higher priority to the information provided by MSI as it is more reliable.
The testbed treats the information sources according to the following priorities:
– Application managers are operated by network administrators and are the
most reliable source. Information about both encrypted and unencrypted trafﬁc is visible. They cover only the applications provided inside the testbed.
– Application-aware enhanced hosts have a little bit lower reliability as the endpoint can provide false information as a result of a virus infection or malicious
tampering with the MSI library. Nevertheless, MSI signals information about
relations between ﬂows. Application-aware enhanced hosts also provide information about both encrypted and unencrypted traﬃc.
– DPI is the less reliable source as it cannot decrypt encrypted ﬂows and there
is a risk of false positive or false negative identiﬁcation of a protocol.
We created two presentations [4,25] from the experiments with the testbed.
The ﬁrst one [4] focuses on quality of service management. The network operator
is able to assign priorities to each running application and consequently provide
desired quality of experience during congestion.
The latter presentation [25] focuses on path load balancing. The presented application-aware High Level SDN applications distributes traﬃc ﬂows of
selected applications to available paths. The goal of the High Level SDN application was to show that it is possible to operate the AAN even if not all ﬂows
are recognized by the High Level SDN controller.
Two sets of applications were operated in the testbed: (1) those running on
enhanced hosts and (2) those that initiated ﬂows that were not advertised to the
High Level SDN, i.e. those that created background traﬃc.
The aim of the High Level SDN application [25] was to load balance the
traﬃc of the business-critical applications across all possible paths between the
source and destination. In case the High Level SDN application detected that a
link carrying priority traﬃc was congested, it automatically rerouted the traﬃc
to links with available capacity. Hence, even if the link was congested because
of traﬃc from legacy endpoints (that were not application-aware), the AAN
architecture allowed to ensure that the priority traﬃc reaches its destination
without unnecessary retransmits.
5.2

Identity-Aware Testbed

The identity-aware testbed (see Fig. 4) consists of SDN switches, hosts, servers,
an SMTP DPI probe and an IDS. From the hosts, several users access multiple
services on the servers. Servers provide HTTP web service for user authentication, SMTP mail service for sending e-mails and FTP ﬁle service for data
storage. The web service is conﬁgured to send user login name to controller after
each successful authentication. DPI probe analyzes the SMTP traﬃc and sends
user authentication login names from each SMTP session to the SDN controller.
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Fig. 4. Topology used in our identity-aware testbed.

The controller conﬁgures switches proactively to minimize the delay of
packet processing. The controller detects mapping between IP addresses, MAC
addresses and attachment points of each device from ARP packets. By default,
all devices belong to user Unknown. When a user of a device authenticates to the
web server or sends an e-mail, the controller learns the user login name and lower
traﬃc identiﬁers from the high level information sources (HTTP authentication
module and SMTP DPI probe).
We tested [14,16] several use cases in this testbed. The implementation of
the remote IDS use case [14] dynamically selects the SDN switch that copies
data to be monitored according to (1) the distance from the monitored user or
device and (2) the number of rules installed to the SDN switch. The goal is to
spread the rules across multiple SDN switches.

6

Related Work

It is already possible to control network traﬃc by high level identiﬁers. Network vendors oﬀer solutions providing network application meta data (e.g.,
Medianet [27]) or custom identity-aware network control (e.g., Identity Driven
Management [15]). This section focuses on the current state of research and on
existing solutions analysing high level traﬃc identiﬁers.
Historically high level processing used heuristics [1,10], which inspect and
infer ﬂow characteristics. Heuristics may be based on port ranges [13], IP subnetting (special network subnets for speciﬁc applications, e.g., phones), or deep
packet inspection (DPI) [22], e.g., application level gateway. Port based solutions suﬀer [22] from port overloading and inconsistent port usage. IP subnetting solutions are error prone and result in network management hassle. DPI is
computationally expensive and becomes a challenge with the wider adoption of
encrypted signaling and secured traﬃc. In addition, DPI-provided insights are
hardly shared between network nodes on the path of the ﬂow.
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Network vendors proposed diﬀerent solutions to make the network
application-aware, such as Medianet [27], Application Visibility and Control [7]
or Junos Application Aware [19]. A common characteristic of these solutions is
the decoupling of ﬂow identiﬁcation from ﬂow policies (prioritization, routing
and others) through application speciﬁc tags. These tags can be either explicitly
signaled as in the case of Medianet or locally produced by deep packet inspection
as in the case of the Junos Application Aware solution. Based on the information
about the requirements of the ﬂows gathered from these tags, network nodes can
decide the policies to be applied; in principle, this allows for a smooth collaboration between the applications and the network. However, today these solutions
are mainly vendor speciﬁc. The lack of standards leads to a poor or a non-existing
interoperability.
Recently Cisco introduced Medianet [27]: a solution that makes the network
aware of the application traﬃc that it is carrying. In more details, Medianet
endpoints leverage a proprietary middle layer (namely MSI) to advertise ﬂows
Metadata tags, e.g., application name, traﬃc type, media type and business
importance. Network devices such as routers and switches take local decisions
to handle the advertised ﬂows in the desired way.
In identity controlled networks, vendors provide Identity Driven Management [15], Identity Service Engine [5], Identity and Policy Control [18]. End
users submit their credentials to an autentiﬁcation server (RADIUS, web), which
forwards the credentials to centralized control of network conﬁguration. Identity Service Engine [5] focuses on controlling access to network resources, while
Identity and Policy Control [18] also implements accounting and tracking users
activity. Identity Driven Management [15] can limit bandwidth and assign QoS
based on user identities. Similarly to application-aware networks, these solutions
are proprietary and lack interoperability.
6.1

Application Awareness in SDN

The usage of Software Deﬁned Network technology to enable Application-Aware
Networks is a fairly novel concept in both industry and academia. Jarschel
et al. [17] showed a QoS boosting application that monitor the Youtube streaming experience. If certain quality thresholds are crossed, the application requests
the BigSwitch SDN controller to enforce a routing change for the aﬀected
Youtube network ﬂows.
Solutions such as that of Insieme (Application Visibility and Control [7]) also
combine Application Awareness and SDN: DataCenter deployment and management of applications, databases and their traﬃc is uniﬁed through a unique
controller that is drivable with a set of APIs. Similarly, PlumGrid [24] provides network abstraction for data-centers with comparable promises to those
of Insieme. Curtis et al. [9] propose new ways to provide ﬂow scheduling in
Data Centers through OpenFlow. Das et al. [11] adopt OpenFlow to dynamically aggregate ﬂows according to ﬂow properties such as bandwidth, latency,
jitter; thus providing diﬀerent levels of QoS to applications. In the same spirit
of using OpenFlow to aggregate traﬃc according to application knowledge,
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Zhang et al. [28] propose an extension to the OpenFlow protocol to enable application optimization in Optical Burst Switching networks. Finally, Bredel et al.
[2] show a viable way to coordinate Traﬃc-Engineering for traﬃc generated by
scientiﬁc collaborations like the CERN’s LHC.
Application awareness we present in this paper is similar to that of Jarschel
et al. [17]. However, our approach is suited for a broader range of applications. In
addition, we adopt carrier-grade IOS-XR hardware and Medianet, applicationaware feature developed by Cisco.
6.2

Identity Awareness in SDN

Several recent studies investigated network control based on user identities. Resonance [23] uses OpenFlow switches to enforce high level dynamic acces control
policies based on ﬂow-level information and real-time alerts. Users authenticate through a credential based web site. The research, however, focused only
on security, speciﬁcally on detecting potentially infected computers and taking
appropriate action if one was found (e.g., dropping its traﬃc).
AuthFlow [20] also combines authetication and an access control mechanism.
AuthFlow links user credentials from RADIUS server to a set of ﬂows belonging
to the authenticated host. AuthFlow denies access to network resources from
unauthenticated users. Moreover, the application is able to allow or deny traﬃc
based on diﬀerent privilege level of each authenticated host.
The main goal of current identity-based software deﬁned networks is (1) to
ﬁnd the most secure way to authenticate users, (2) to secure network resources
and enable access to speciﬁed authenticated users or groups of users only. In
this paper, we generalize the latter by using the knowledge of user identity in
universal applications. Besides access control, our use cases include routing (e.g.,
data of a manager goes though a priority path), load balancing and duplicated
packet delivery to IDS.

7

Discussion

In this section, we compare the High Level SDN to a classical distributed network and to an SDN network without high level traﬃc identiﬁers. Moreover, we
describe a possible behaviour of a High Level SDN in typical network scenarios.
7.1

Evaluation

Being built on top of an SDN network, the High Level SDN maintains main
advantages of the SDN architecture while reducing the complexity of applying
the correct policies to related ﬂows (typically belonging to a single application,
a class of applications, or speciﬁc groups of users).
When expressing a policy, one needs to characterise the traﬃc to which the
policy applies by certain traﬃc identiﬁers. The traﬃc identiﬁers deﬁne a class of
traﬃc (a.k.a. class-map). Low level traﬃc identiﬁers, such as IP addresses and
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port numbers, are available in each packet. Hence traﬃc handling on nodes is
traditionally deﬁned by low level traﬃc identiﬁers. However, network administrators tend to deﬁne traﬃc in more abstract form, e.g., in relation to the person
that generated the traﬃc or for speciﬁc applications.
We deﬁne the policy complexity as the number of network nodes where a
class-map must be explicitly declared multiplied by the number of entries in the
policy itself. Let us consider a network of N nodes with the number of applications denoted as A, each application carrying FA diﬀerent ﬂows in average.
An alternative view on network traﬃc handling is based on user identities.
Imagine the same network with N nodes with the number of attached users
denotes as U , each user opens FU active ﬂows in average.
The policy complexity can be evaluated in the following way:
– In a conventional network, a rule has to be distributed for each ﬂow of each
application or each user on every network node. Therefore, the total complexity can be evaluated as O(A × FA × N + U × FU × N ).
– In high-level-traﬃc-identiﬁers-aware distributed networks (HL-distributed
networks), for instance Metadata-aware network, the complexity reduces to
O(A × N + U × N ) since the network can deal directly with applications and
speciﬁc user traﬃc instead of ﬂows.
– In SDN, the controller (or the set of cooperating controllers) abstracts the
complexity of programming each node separately. However, a rule for each ﬂow
must be explicitly declared; thus, the total complexity in this case becomes
O(A × FA + U × FU ).
– In High Level SDN, application policies are handled in a straightforward manner since the complexity with ﬂows is abstracted by the high level SDN controller; thus, the number of class-maps that need to be speciﬁed reduces to
O(A + U ).
Feature velocity in distributed environments depends on the number of diﬀerent
operating systems and diﬀerent hardware platforms to be supported. In the case
of SDN, the decoupling of the capabilities exposed by the network platforms and
the ﬂow characteristics allows for an increased velocity in delivering high-leveltraﬃc-identiﬁers-aware features. This is achieved through writing software (an
SDN application) once rather than integrating software into diﬀerent network
platforms. Hence, the feature velocity of SDN is fast compared to conventional
or HL-distributed networks.
The control plane abstraction ensures that there is a single set of policies
applied to all SDN switches in the network. In comparison, the cumbersome
management of consistent rules on each node might result in inconsistent conﬁguration, unpredictable behaviour of the network, and complicated troubleshooting. The network administrator has to maintain N conﬁgurations consistently.
In a conventional deployment, the policy complexity often results to a high
number of class-map rules. The class-map rules has to be managed directly
on the network nodes in a consistent manner. The maintenance of the consistency incorporates high operational costs accompanied with slow feature velocity.
Despite lower complexity of HL-distributed deployment, it still requires medium
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operational costs as it requires big eﬀort to maintain consistent behaviour. The
decoupling of control and data plane and the abstracted complexity of the network lowers the operation costs of SDN-based paradigms. Moreover, High Level
SDN treats traﬃc of speciﬁc high level characteristics in a consistent manner.
The comparison is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of available solutions to enforce policies for speciﬁc ﬂows related
to user identity and applications.
Conventional

HL-Distributed

SDN

High Level SDN

Policy complexity A × FA × N + A × N + U × N A × FA + A + U
O(. . . )
+U × FU × N
+U × FU
Feature Velocity

Slow

Slow

Fast

Consistent
behavior

Cumbersome

Cumbersome

Automatic

Operational cost

High

Medium

Low

7.2

Lowest

Typical Scenarios

Let us consider some speciﬁc scenarios to illustrate the beneﬁts deriving from
the deployment of a High Level SDN.
Network Congestion. Although congestion of a link is easy to detect in a
distributed network, none or few network technologies exist to react and reroute
ﬂows in a timely way.
With SDN, the controller can immediately re-route traﬃc depending on
queue occupancy or interface load increase. However, the information available
to an SDN controller are limited to low level identiﬁer (up to the transport
layer).
Compared to the SDN, the High Level SDN oﬀers two main advantages.
Firstly, the routing operations can be based on high level requirements; thus
all ﬂows of a single application or a single user can be handled in a consistent
way without the complexity of mapping ﬂows by the SDN application. The
second, and more signiﬁcant advantage, is that the High Level SDN controller
can potentially access high level metrics and eventually, it can detect the looming
resource insuﬃciency for speciﬁc traﬃc in advance.
Topology Change. In the event of a topology change that impacts the path of
ﬂows with speciﬁc requirements, a regular Medianet solution requires a new distribution of Medianet tagging in the new path. If the change reoccurs with some
frequency because of physical impairments, it can result in a ﬂapping behavior
and degraded quality. High Level SDN controller with complete network and
application view can instead choose a stable path that avoids the prevents periodic rerouting.
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Application Policy Change. In a Medianet network, whenever application
requirements change, the new requirements are pushed by administrator to the
network devices through conﬁguration. Administrator has to foresee possible
problems in advance so that the change targets only aﬀected devices; and avoids
changes to unrelated traﬃc so that a single change does not trigger an avalanche
of changes. In High Level SDN, the new application requirements are enforced
on all aﬀected devices by the High Level SDN controller, which has the complete
view of all ﬂows and their paths.

8

Conclusion

Network policies are complex and, typically, they are based on abstract identiﬁers, such as application name, application class, user name, or user role. Users
demand consistent application behavior and high quality of multimedia streams.
Business environment requires traﬃc handling based on user role, e.g., access to
some resources is limited for unpriviliged users. Conventional policy management requires to consistenly maintain conﬁguration of many network nodes,
however, on top of routing and switching according to the information carried in
packet header ﬁelds, several solutions aims to simplify the conﬁguration based
on abstract traﬃc characteristics. SDN does not oﬀer high level characteristcs
and traﬃc identiﬁers.
This paper introduced High Level SDN architecture achieving several goals:
– The architecture is generic, extensible, and compatible with current SDN controllers. We demonstrated its suitability on an application-centric and usercentric paradigm.
– High level policies simplify traﬃc management.
– High level SDN is applicable to many use cases.
The testbed evaluation of the implemented High Level SDN applications
conﬁrmed that the idea of High Level SDN applications is easily applicable in
real networks. During the project, we brought application-awareness Cisco IOSXR routers, speciﬁcally, ASR 9000. Additionally, tesbeds proved fast application
velocity. We were able to develop custom SDN applications in several days or
weeks without the need to wait for a new version of a network operating system.
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